The article is devoted to the basic didactic and general methodological principles of teaching a foreign language. The paper considers the principles of science, systematicity and consistency, the connection of theory with practice, continuity and availability, the problem.
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The process of foreign education of future agrarians is based on the didactic and methodological principles: scientific, systematicity and consistency, the relationship of theory with practice, continuity and availability, the problem.

The principle of science involves the study of basic linguistic concepts, laws, norms, the culture of speech, the relationship between communication and professional activity, the development of the necessary practical communication skills and skills based on the knowledge of the language, the formation of the linguistic personality of a future specialist.

The principle of systematicity and consistency requires knowledge, skills and abilities to be formed in the system and in a certain order, when each new element of the educational material is logically linked to others, the following is based on the previous, preparing for the mastering of the new one. The educational material is remembered more and more strongly when the logical connections are maintained. That is psychologically established pattern.

The principle of the relationship between theory and practice establishes the interdependence between theory and practice and focuses on the practical orientation of language learning.

The principle of continuity and availability (by P. Pentyliuk) "focuses on the use of acquired (supporting) knowledge and skills during the language study ..., the establishment of communication of new material with the preliminary one and preparation for the perception of certain topics of the course" and the improvement
of acquired communicative knowledge, skills and abilities in the process of further education and professional life [3, p.51].

The principle of problem involves the creation of problematic situations of communicative-cognitive nature and finding the way to solve them [3].

In addition to the didactic and general methodological principles as the basic principles of studying for professional-oriented communication, we distinguish the following [1]:

The principle of professional orientation is derived from the general didactic principle of connection of theory with practice. It is embodied in the content of learning and using the appropriate methods and techniques. There are two main approaches in the implementation of professional orientation [5, p. 113] that form the content of studying:

1) teaching the speech activity by the language of specialty on the basis of the text;
2) orientation of teaching on certain types of communicative acts related to the solution of professional tasks.

The linguistic behavior of specialists is conditioned by the needs of their professional work and it is intended to ensure the fulfillment of professional communication tasks.

The principle of communicativeness and functionality involves learning of communication, the practical use of language, the selection of linguistic material in accordance to the situation of communication, that is, professionally oriented information [4].

The principle of interdisciplinary relations focuses on the assimilation of conceptual and terminological material in unity with the study of special subjects, on the organization of the process of interaction in the teaching of special vocabulary in language classes for professional orientation - Ukrainian and English. Besides, the language "integrates all types of human activity and, in fact, with its help the interdisciplinary connections are carried out" [2].

The principle of interconnected teaching of types of speech activity focuses on parallel and interrelated learning in order to integrate the formation of communicative skills and abilities.

The principle of differentiated teaching involves the distribution of educational material taking into account the individual abilities, needs, interests and professional intentions of the student.

The principle of integrated teaching is based on the combination of traditional and non-traditional methods and language learning tools.

The principle of an individual approach involves creating conditions in which each student will feel himself as the main subject of the learning process,
taking into account his/her (student) needs and capabilities; application of teaching methods in which the educational material will be perceived with ease and pleasure.

The principle of activity and independence suggests that language learning should be based on the organization of active student actions and the development of the ability to independently make decisions in the process of solving communication problems of a professional nature, with the optimal disclosure of the intellectual and creative potential of the individual.

Consequently, the formation of communicative competence in language classes by professional orientation is carried out according to the following principles:

- the principle of professional orientation;
- the principle of communicativeness and functionality;
- the principle of interdisciplinary relations;
- the principle of interrelated teaching of speech activity types;
- the principle of differentiated teaching;
- the principle of integrated teaching;
- the principle of an individual approach;
- the principle of activity and independence.
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